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ABSTRACT 

The value of Large, unpredictable terms-of-t~ade gains to 
mineral exporting countries ha~ been much debated. This paper 
Uges a computable general equilibrium model of an Indone~ia-like 
economy to aSgess the "value" of oil windfalls over a 20-year 
hori~on. The model is simulated and optimised subject to a 
variet.y of assumptions on macroeco,,"'~:c' d.e'aring, institutional 
co~straints on economic policy and the ability to predict the 
world oil market. 

The results indicate the critical importance of policy in 
determining the realised value of windfall gains. A "base run" 
is first constructed, to represent absorption policies 
characteristic of a representative oil exporter. Used in this 
manner, the windfall is insufficient to satisfy hopes for 
accelerated growth such as those common among exporters in the 
mid-1970s. Permitting optimal lending and borrowing abroad 
increases its value considerably, particularly if the nonoil 
economy is not able to adjust to rapidly falling effective demand 
without experiencing unemploye~ factors of production. 

The possibility of capital fLight, spurred on by 
restrictive domestic financial policies and anticipation of the 
need to realign the real exchange rate when oil revenues fall 
shortens the adjustment period and can involve heavy cost if 
frscal policy is not stabili~ing. 

Overoptimistic predictions of future oiL revenues are 
shown to have seriously adverse consequences, particuLarly if the 
nonoil economy adjusts to faLling demand through underempLoyment 
and capital flight is provoked. 

Overall, the results indicate a large dow~side riWk 
attached to reversible terms of trade gair.s. It is not difficult 
to construct reaListic policy scenarios which result in negative 
overalL valuation of oil windfalls. These resuLts accord with, 
and to some degree explain, the conclusions of comparative study 
which suggest that gains to producer countries frem higher oil 
prices hav~ been quite limited. 
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I 

i ARg OIL WINDFALLS A BLESSING OR A CURSE? 
pbLICY EXERCISES WITH AN INDONESIA-LIKE MODEL 1/ 

I. Introduction and Overview. 

AGelb:ao 
11"1-85 

This paper addre3ses the problems of economic management faced by oil 

producing countries through terms of trade fluctuations f and the "value" of 

~~ndfall gain~ when their use is constrained by polLtical and admini.trative 

factors. Oil exporters, :Jm:·.lg them IndonesIa, have experienced extraordinary 

fluctuations in foreign exchange availabiHty since 1973. The fh,,;: oil price 

hii<.e conferred a windfall equivalent, on ll't,'utt'lge, to jj.4uE< •. i:T."."'\\ini!1~ GOP on a 

sample of six producer9~ Gelb (1984).~/ By 1978 thi~ ha~ fallen to 15%. The 

second oil price ris~ over 1979/80 raised the windfall back to 27%; it was 

then halved by the oil glut of 1982-84. Are such windfalls 8 blessing, with 

potential;o create a diversified, dynamic, modern economy (the universal 

objectiv~ of developing oil exporters)? Or are the difficulties of economic 

management through uncertain windfall g8i~s so severe as to erode their large 

ex-ante value, perhaps to the point of turning them into a net liability? 

The contribution of high-rent mineral sectors to. development has been 

much debated: for eXilrr.ple. see Hirschmann (958), Amuzagllr (1982), Nankani 

1/ The exceptionally hel~ful cOfltribution of Perry Beider and Arne Drud to 
this work are gratefully acknowledge.. The model was solved u~ing CONO?T 
which is supported by the Analytic S'~pport Unit, Development Research 
Department: see Drud (1983). 

2/ Thp. producers are: Alg~~ia, Ecuador, Indonesia, Nigeria, Trinidad and 
Totago Bnd Venezuela. Expressed as a percentage of GDP the windfall would 
have been far larger for the capital 9urplus producers. 



(1979), Harberger (1981), Levy (1978) and Forsyth and Kay (1980). The rnnBe 

of view9 is wide: , 
I 

" •• I hald a vision of La Gran Venezuela ••• " Carlos Andres 
Perez, ~resident of Venezuela, 1974-78. 

" •• We are dying of indigestion ••• r call petroleum the 
Devil's excrement ••• waste, corruption, consumption and 
debt, debt we shall have for years. We are putting our 
grandchi ldren in debt. II Juan Pablo Perez Al fonso, . 
Venezuelan oil minister and founder of OPEC, 1978.l/ 

The performance of oil exporters after 1972 indicate the critical 

importance of policy in determining the ultimate value of the windfall. 

Although different countri~~ adopted considerably different 9trategies, some 

responses were common. Producer governments received about four~;:i.fth5 (.if tne 

windf~11, came under intense pressure to spend rapidly, dild ~c~ns(ormed m0'~ 

of their oil income into domestic publ~c investments. About 60I of these were 

infrastructural and much also went to heavy industry. Hastily planned and 

implemented, the average quality of public capital formation appears to have 

been low, with serious cost overruns and delays: Murphy (1983). During the 

boom, real exchange rates eppreciated and in most countries oonoil output 

skewed towards the nontraded sectors. Nonoil exports stagnated, imports grew 

rapidly and dependence on oil increased. Meanwhile, during 1972-81 the nonoil 

economi~s of the oil exporters grew only 0.9! faster than had middle income 

developing countries over the 1960's, and they failed to match their own 

(admittedly exceptional) growth performan~e over 1967-72 . 
. ! 

The heightened vulnerability of She exporters was revealed by the 

downturn in world oil markets. Absorptio~reducing policie3 implemented to 

1/ Karl (1982). pp. l6-!9. 



adjust to falling oil income moved exporters i~to severe receSSlon, a 

f;onseqllence of Bisynunetric macroeconomic adjustment. Reul exchange races, , 
I 

prices and wage~ did not respond flexibly to the drop in terms of trade 89 

the, had on the upswing. Labor markets slackened and urban unemployment began 

to preoccupy governments. The rhythm of public investment was again 

disrupted, often at the high cost of unfinished 91ant. 

Capital flows amplified the destabilising swings of oil income. 

F10jections of future oil prices have tended to follow current trends. 

Expectations have usually been proven seriously wrong, and have thus 

destabilised the capital account. Rising prices increased public and private 

access to foreign loans, but in periods of falling prices anticipation of 

devaluation prompted capital outflows, particularly from countries whic~ 

maintained cpen capital markets and fixed interest rate ceilings. In 1982 the 

equivalent of 7% of Venezuela's GDP is estimated to have been sent abroad. 

Several exporters including Mexico, Venezuela and Nigeria experienced rlebt 

crlses as the world oil market turned down after 1980. 

Despite adjustment costs and destabilising feedbacks, some might 

argue that oil windfalls must be a bonus because they relax resource 

constraints and so expand the range of choice. But this view disregards the 

close connection between resource availability and other constraints on 

decision-making. In principle, governments have an almost infinite range of 

choice in disposing of oiL rents; in practice this is not the case. The 

perceived range of choice has been far narrower, both over fntertemporal 
a 

allocation and across uses at ~ point in time. Further, a ~ountry!s perceived 

choice set is heavily conditioned by its re~~nt history, and shifts with the 



availability of revenues. Not all options feasible with low revenues remSln 

pol iti.cally acce?table as revenues increase.'!:'! 
I 

The prerent analysis therefore has two objectives: 

(a) to identify constraints most likely to reduce the realised value of 

oil windfall gains, and assess how they might be relaxed; 

(b) given such systemic constraints and macroeconomic adjustment 

asymmetries, to consider "seconci-best" use of windfall gains and 

their value when their use is "realistically" constrained. 

The quantitative framework used to analyse these issues is a SlX 

sector computable general equilibrium (CGE) model of an Indonesia-like 

economy, described in Gelb (1985). The model economy :3 dUiit~::;tli::~ with 

value-added sharing HI the "traditional" seCLu,n;. (Ivet:' a 20 v~'''''''~),!d'0d 

government disposes of oil windfalls "optimally" or according to rules which 

represent political and administrative constraints. simulation is considered 

as totally constrained optimisation.~1 The private sector. consisting of 

firms and one household, reacts to government policies and relative prices. 

The model has several distinctive features. It permits endogenous 

regime-shifting, to capture macroeconomic adjustment asymmetries i,n the reaL 

exchange rate and real wage. Certain wages and prices rise more easiLy than 

they fall, so that the resyonse of the nonoil economy to increasing and 

l' For this resson certain governments have sought to mask the true extent of 
their windfalls while others have obscured the extent of1their saving 
abroad by redefinicg expenditu~es to in:lude anticipated future 
spendfng. Ge1b (1986) reviews the main priorities of si; capital 
impor'ing oil exporters and the impact of windfall gain9~n public choice. 

2 An important methodological difference between the present work and some 
which have preceded it such as Dervis, Martin and van Wynbergen (1983) is 
the treatment of optimised runs as simulation with progressive slacking
off constraints. This assists interpretation of results and per~its the 
use of models with greater structural and institutional detail at the cost 
of Ii less theoretically "clean" treatment. 



falLlng oil prlces may be different. It embodies a richer set of 

intert~mporal li~kages thon most CGEs. In addition to the conventional 

updating o.f capi~al stocks through investment and of foreign debt through 

borrowing and lending abroad, production functions are shifted by 

"infrastructural" public investment which also locks government in to fut\~re 

recurrent spending obligations. The efficiency of capital formation falls as 

investment decelerates or accelerates from its trend growth path. 

Section II de9crib~s how model runs are evaluated, using a criterion 

function of discounted private consumption and terminal nonail output. This 

1S treaeed in more detail in Annex I. 

Dynamic simulations are reported in Sections III - VII. InitiaL~y we 

assume: 

(a) perfect foresight; 

(b) no endogenous private capital flows, 

(c) constraints on public saving of oil revenues abroad; 

(d) smooth, symmetric (neoclassical) adjustment of the nonoil economy to 

changes in effective demand. 

A "base sif"lUlation" represents the nuLL trajectory under poLi.cy 

considered to be empirically representative. Over the oiL boom government 
, 

does not lend abroad or borrow heavily against future oil income and allocat~9 

revenues to public investment. The "values" of the windfalL 1n il r3nge of 

uses but!subject to the above assumptions are then compared. The experi~ent5 

also indrcate policy determinants of the extent to which oil booms are Likely , 
to accen~ate economic duaLism. 

Section IV relaxe:3 assumption (d), allol..ling for both "Keynesian" ar.d 

"Cla!;gicill" underempLoyment of factors through (i) dO\<.'T\ward Htickines'l 0 



modern-sector wages and (ii) 910w adjustment of the relative price structure 

(the real exchange rate), , 
, 

In sec¥on V (c) is relaxed; government can now lend or borrow 

abroad. !t optimises its absorption time-profile according to two criteria, 

one "sociaL" and the other "private," the latter with a higher rate ot ;:ime 

preference. 

Section VI also relaxe~ (b). It is assumed that private capital 

~lows respond to changes in the real exchange rate. Rapid depreciation of the 

real exchange rate (which will require nominal devaluati~n if pricGs , e 

sticky downwards) is pcstulated to send private saver:1 scurrying to place 

funds abroad. This accelerates the contract:i:'il 3£ dc:::\'::"~.tc 2!H~ctlve demand 

Section VII also relaxes assumption (a). Enpho r \.,:· ,H"0jtcctons of 

future oil prices (6% real growth, the projection which underlay Mexico's 

decision to borrow heavily against future 011 income in 1979, 1980 and 1981) 

are revised following the peak of the oil boom. Policies are optimised 

subject to the initial projection and must then be re-optimised when they turn 

out to be wrong. This permits the impact of large prediction errors to be 

distinguished from those of political and other constraints on lending abroad 

and the use of windfall gains. 

I rinslly, Section VIII summarlzes conclu\ions. While some (notably 

those concerning income distribution) relate rather closely co such Indonesia-

specific features of the model a~ the specification of labor ma~kets most are 

more widely applicable. 

II. Optimisation and Valuation 

It is hard to a~gue that economles evolve ac~ording to the criteri~n 

of optimising a Long-run objective function. ~any futures markets are 



!ackinc; uncertainty increases as the time horizon extends. There is aLso the 

question of whos~ objective function society i~ presumed to maX1mlze. To link 
• 
I 

simuLation and Oftimisation it 1S nece~sary to be clear on the relationshtp 

between a particular objective function and a given simulation. Within a 

given set of constraints, simulation run x is termed compatible with vaLuation 

function u(.) if X lS the optimJ11 solution with <.:riterion u or "close l
' to 

it. Otherwise, we can consider u(.) to be an imposed valuation criterion. 

Policy assessment 19 quite diffeLent for compatible and imposed 

criterion functions. For example, suppose that ul is compatible with a base 

run of the model but that u2 has a far lewer rate of time preference. 

Policies which then allocate an oil windfall to investment will be judged more 

favorably by u, b€~~use the saving9 rate 1n th~ a~aence of oil income is 

"suboptimal." But care must th,"n be taken in using u2 as an indication of the 

priorities of those responsi~le for the savings decision; it represents an 

"imposed judgment. 1t 

Annex II pre3ents details of optimisation procedures and the i:.verse 

optimum probLem of determining a function u l within a given cLass of valuation 

functions which tS ~ompGtible with a reasonabLe base run, Only matn points 

are noted here. 

The Objective 19 taken to be to mSXlm1se the discounted value of the 

log of priva~e consumption per head valued at base year prices.!/ There 1S no 

allowance for the pattern of ;ncome distribution. The first part of the ,. 
valuation function is therefore: 

1/ An alternative would have been tv value the integral o~ the under~ying 
utili~y function. Althougn this is mGre consistent frOM the per9p~clive 
of optimisation, base year price valuation was ~h09~n to permit a clo~er 
link between valuation; simulations and the comparacive analysis ill Gelb 
(1984) • 
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[91n(c/n)(l-r)t 
t:l 

where r is a rate of pure time preference and n IS exogenous population. Eac 

., 11 per10d 1S two years.-

Because of different rates of technical change across sectors and 

constrained oil sector 0utput the model does not reach a true !.teady state 

&\~n when world oil price~ are constant. The terminal condition problem is 

solved in a crude but atiparently effpctive way. From a rall~"" "f: <timulations 

it was ascertained that the aggregate non0~1 zcoDomy i~ ~h~.final period was 

apprl)ximately Cobb-Doughs with labor and capital exponents of 0.5. This is 

used to approximate the relationship between the overall capital/output and 

output/labor ratios. A high (8%) growth trajectory in the post-horizun perio 

is assumed; the consumption path is then valued as a quadratic function of 

r~al nonoil terminal output: 

• 
8

1 
and 8

2 
are constants derived from the parameters of the steady growth 

path. The overall valuation function is then: 

1/ Public consumption is not valued ~Y~!icitly but enters into the objective 
through the higher levels of productiv~tv made possible by government 
spending which matntains past public investment. 



- 9 -

Within ~his class of objective functions it is interesting to , 

estimate the di!fount rate which would make the private suving:'! trajectory of 

a reasonable base run (described below) close to optimal. Labor-abundant 

Indanesia h~s a large share of surplus in GDP (Gelb (1985) Tables lA and 

IB). Returns to capi~al therefore must have been fairly high.l/ Unless 

con31:~air~j by absorption limits the optimal private savings rate will then 

r:se very sharply towards its asymptote unless the private rate of discount 

high. In cornmon with other optimal growth models, the present one tends to 
.-.' 

approach its quasi-steady-statp tou rapidly, given .. h.:.t ;,'3, known and expected 

of ehe evolution of savings rates fror.: time series !\nd crosg-country study. 

To permit reasonably slack private absor?tion limits which do not 

totally dominate simulatians it is necessary to raise private time preference 

to 14.5% per year to obtain a valuation function, u I ' which is compatible wit~ 

an appropriate base run.~/ Because of its derivation from the private saving' 

decision, u l lS termed the "private valuation function." 

A similar function u2 with arbitrary time preference rate of 3% is 

used as an indication of "social" welfare. Valuatipns have also been made at 
'" 

a range of intermediate discount rates. 

! 

11 If the rate of return were assumed to be low, the magnitu~e of the implie, 
capital stocks would be so large as to make growth almost independe~t of 
capital for~ation, since technical change would have to explain nearly al 
of the non-labor growth component. 

2/ Thts rate is not implausible for private savers facing imperfect capital 
markets and risk (from which the model abstracts). [t corresponds to an 
expected payback period of 5 years, which is not out of line with 
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III. Flexpric! Policy Simulations 

'3a. A Base Run 

In the fO-year "base run A" outlined in Table 1 the economy ~£fectg 

transition from low to middle incume. The private saving rate rlses by 0.5 

percentage points per ye~r from 15% to 2Stl/ and a broad-based tax on aLL non, 

income is instituted as fiscal capacity improves with the level of developmenl 

World oil prices rise by L34% over the first four years then decline 

£),mmetrically back to their original real level. Win,df'lll gains from this 

trajectory are not dissimilar to those of many exporters after 1915. Domestic 

oil prices are held constant, o~e third of world prices b~fore the boom. 

In the initial period, foreign debt is equal to exports. Throughout 

the simulation interest and amortisation rates are assumed to be 3% and 20% 

respectively. Borrowing is a fairly steady trend, set at empirically 

representative levels for oil countries. Debt i3 smoothly rolled over and 

interest payments are financed by capital inflows without being accounted as 

recurrent spending.l l Each unit of past public investment evokes subsequent 

1/ This progression is sug~ested by cross-country norms of Cheneey and 
Syrquin (t 975). 

21 Indonesia's base year 5% level of nonoil taxation represented only about 
half of the international norm for countries at the equivalent level of 
development; fiscal performance in the base run progresses at a "normal" 
rate but Indonesia does not catch up to the norm for a middle income 
country. Lotz and Morss (1977) and Tait, Gratz and E1chengreen (1979) 
estimate fiscal norms for countries at various stages.of development. 

31 In the mid 19705 Indonesian debt/export ratios were around unity, but 
because almost all borrowing had been at concessional terms the catio Ot 

actual debt service (interest and amortisation) to debt was far lower thai 
23%. \'his value was selectC!d as representative for '~eveloping countries 
to takR into account the pruspect that 8S development proceeds Indonesia 
will borrow more on representative commercial terms. To introduce time
varying interest and amortisation charges would complicate interpretation 
of model debt-service ratios and add nothing substantive. At the end of 
the simulation the public debt/export ratio is 1.44. 
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annual recurrent costs of O.OS.!/ Residual revenues and borrowed funds are 

then allocated 40 new investment. , . 
Becaus, of rising labor participation rates, technical progress, 

effective public investment, expanding foreign demand for Indonesian 

manufactures and a successful program of import substitution in 

manufactures,~/ growth is rapid. Real nonmining output grows at 8.3%, totaL 

GOP at 7.1% because the oil sector gro~s at only 4.9%. Growth is concentrated 

in the modern sectors, particularly manufacturing. After an initial surge of 

25%, the real exchange rate (an index of domestic prices relative to the world 

price of manufactures) overshoots slightly as world oil prices fall then 

return~ to unity and remains almost constant. 

After the third period the tax system is insufficiently buoyant to 

compensate for the steady loss of oil revenue. By year 20 oil exports are 

almost eliminated by gr~~ing domestic demand at subsidized prices and oil taE 

revenues almost vanish. The share of government in total inve~tment falls 

from 52% to only 23%. On the trade side, the falloff in oil exports IS 

compensated mainly by import substitution and export expansion in 

manufactures. With food imports balanced by primary exports, a manufactured 

• 
export surplus, achieved after 16 years, finances a growing deficit on the 

nonfactor service account. 

. 
1/ This constraint can be interpreted as necessary for public investment to 

have its postulated favorable effects on output. It implies that costs of 
budgetary fluctuations enter through inefficiency of new public 
investments rather tha~ through poor use of existing capacity. 

2/ Import substitution is defined as the ability to satisfy a larger share of 
domestic demand with home goods at constnnt prices. The constant-price 
share of manufactured imports is assumed to shrink by 3% per yeAr over the 
simulation. The constant price demand for Indonesian manufactured exports 
rises at 151 per year. 
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Despite this optimistic growth scenario and although the economy 

adjusts smoothl~ via flexible wages and prices, the effect of falling oil , 

income over year~ 5-9 is considerable. It takes seven years for modern 92ctor 

wage rates to recover to their peak levels. Growth of reaL private 

consumption/head slump from 6.3% to 2.3% as oil prices fall; reaL inve3tment, 

which had been rising at 13.7% in the upswing, grows at only 3.5% in the 

downturn. At the height of its acceleration the marginaL efficiency of public 

i~vestment is pushed to nearly zero but its average efficiency is still two 

thirds of its maXlmum. Less volatile private investment retains high marginal 

and average efficiency. 

lb. The "Value" of the Windfall Under Alterna,,~'tc P::llici:i!: 

Holding foreign borrowing at its base run 1 p.vels, Table 2 surnman ze!.< 

the value of the windfall wi~h three alternative policies. Adjustment of the 

economy is still through flexible wages and prices; food is importable. 

In the base run, A, government respond9 to revenue changes through 

public investment. Run B 15 similar but world oil prices are static. Runs C 

and 0 respectively simulate disposal of the windfall through food subsidies 

and dire~t transfers to the private sector. The subsidies and transfers are 

assumed to become institutionalised. They grow at 84" for the last 5 periods 

after peaking with oil income in period 3, so that publlc investment 19 

pcogressivety squeezed. In run E world oil prices are static but demand for 
-! 

Indonesian ~anufactured exports shifts out at 20% per year, 5% more rapidly 

than in oth~ runs. 

[oiest, compare A and B. The oil windfall leads to a 7% increase in 

private consumption at the height of the boom. Real public investment doubles 

in feur years but the impact on terminal nonoil output 1S rather small, only 

1.6%. E'en if absorptive capacity constraints on public investment were 
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completely eliminated, the difference 1n terminal output wouLd be onLy 31. 

This is not bec~~se public investment 1S irrelevant--it contributes the 

equivalent of o~ half the growth effect of exogeneous technical change, and 

without it terminal output would be 21% lower than in the base run. But 

gr.owth is mostly determined by increases in the labor force, private capital 

formation, exogenous technical change and the gains from shifting workers out 

of labor-surplus to modern sectors. 

Runs C and D,are preferred to base run A in terms of the private 

objective ul' but not when judged by the "social" criterion uz' By the end of 

period 10 the cumulative impact of lower infrastructural investment reduces 

real nonoil output by 6%. This compensates for the tLa~l(ers and subsidies so 

that private consumption ends up at approximately its level in the base run. 

The efficiency loss due to subsidised food prices is small (as shown Dy 

comparing C and D) because food is mainly in the "subsistence bundle" 1n the 

LES demand system. Subsidies are therefore similar to direct income 

transfers, 

In the base run manufactures r1se from only 9% of exports to 59% as 

improved quality and marketing are assumed to ralse world market share and 

result in a shift in foreign demand by 15% per yeat. Run E shows the impact 

of in~reasing this to ZO% per year. With the high private discount rate the 

oil boom is greatly preferred but from a "social" viewpoint, improved market 

penetration confers three quarter~ of the windfall benefit. Conversely, much 

of the social value of a Large cO~Odity windfall may be eliminated if a 

buoyant domestic m.'rket diverts attention from the expansion of exports and 

the cultivation ~f fVLeign markets. 

Figure l indicates real modern and traditional wages relative to 

their values without the windfalls in run B. In run A distribution skews 
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during the boom ~eriod; transport, distribution and housing Losts rise while 

food imports Li~it the muLtipLier effects from increased spending on the 

traditional sector. Depreciation of the reaL exchange rate reverses this 

trend after the sixth year. When oil revenues fund a uniform food subsidy, 

the profiLe of modern sector wages is raised but otherwise resembLes ~hat in 

the base. But traditionaL sector labor does not have to reLy on muLtipLier 

~~fects to,increase reaL income. Limiting food imports further increases reaL 

Labor incomes during the boom because it protects the most Labor-inte~sive 

sector. Public expenditure and trade policies the~~fote'have major effects on 

distribution, both across groups and over~ime.l/ 

We now consider domestic oil pricing policy. Figure 2 depicts five 

time paths for the dual on do~estic oiL prices. A positive value indicates 

that the objective function cOuid be increased by raising domestic oil prices 

(that is, by decrea9ing the domestic energy subsidy), a negative value 

indicates the reverse. The efficiency loss caused by cheap energy {sec GeLb 

(1985» tends to hold the duaL above zero. However, energy prices also affect 

income distribution between pubLic and private sectors so that the duaL is 

~nfLuenced by the value of public, relative to private income. This depend~ 

on other fiscal policies and on the choice of vaLuation function. 

The most straightforward ~esuLts are for run C. The efficiency loss 

due to food subsidies is less than:that of cheap petroLeum and u 1 values 

private income more than public in.ome because the Longer-run impact of public 

1/ The model iS t not suited to further assess distributional shifts because 
it uses one representative household and makes no alLowanc6 for different 
consumption bundles of recipients at various income levels. 
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investment 1S h~vily discounted.~1 There is therefore an argument for 

ra1s1ng petrole~ pr1ces and transferring revenues to the private sector 

through less distorticlll.lry subsidies or directly (the dual<. are similar with 

direct transfers), Allowing for discounting, the duals follow the pattern of 

world oil prices because the divergence between these and domestic prices is 

an indication of the oil subsidy distortion. 

The other runs are quite different. Consider the social dual 

valuation in the base, A:u 2 , which argues for even lower domestic oil prices 

in periods 2 and 3. ~!ien (1) world oil pricP'q are rising and (ii) government 

is politically constrained to absorb oil income thr('ug::'yuDIic invesclilt:li":, thp. 

rate of revenue growth should be slowed by almost any means. Rapid revenue 

growth locks government in to hastier and progressively less effective 

investment plans. These impose large future recurrent costs and also prom~s~ 

painful and disruptive cutbacks when world oil prices come down. 

In the phase of falling world oil prices the duals indicate extremely 

strong fiscal pressure to raise domestic oil prices. However, from Figure 1, 

the timing of this price increase makes it politically even more difficult 

than usual because the g~ins of the formal sector over the past four y~ars are 

being eroded by fallin~ demand and real depreciation. 

11 Over periods of stable world oil prices, private savings are most highly 
valued by u2 , followed by public income and then by private ccnsumption. 
This is because the social objective places a premium on highly productive 
private and public investment. In some periods the marginal value of 
private consumption may actually be negativ~ beca.use it bids real 
resources away from investment. This results partly from higher 
m.nufactures prices, partly from increased costs of nontraded services 
which cuts the funds for public investment. 
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iV. Windfalls ~hen Adjustment is Not Smooth 

48. Sticky ~ and Prices 

We now consider the effect of downward wage and prlce sti~kiness when 

foreign borrowing 19 constrained to the levels of the previous simulations. 

Run F in Table 3 is identical with the base run A except that real modern 

sector wage rates are as~umed to be rigid downwards. Run G introduces, 

i,~stead, sticky downward price adjustment; construction, service and 

manufactures prices can decline by at most 5% per year. If demand is 

insufficient to absorb full-capacity output, firms operate at less t~an full 

capacity. They still base hiring decisions en tti~ product wage so that boen 

labor and capital may be underemployed.ll Run H introduces both rigidities 

simultaneously.~1 None of these rigidities bind in run B where world oil 

prices are constant. Wage rigidity leads to seven years of modern sector 

unemployment, which peaks at 10.7% in period 5. At this point real nonoil 

output lS 4% below that in the base run. Price stickiness causes a variable 

pattern of undercapacity which reaches 6% for certain sectors and periods, 

notably 1n period 5. 

The costs of ~he rigidities are shown in Tables 2 and 3. Wage' 

rigidity alone eliminates 23% of private windfall value and 32% in sociill 

11 Olmand pressure does not change the evolution of the~ull-capacity 
p;oduction function except through lower output, income and investment. 
There is, for example, no analog to Verdoorns Law, whereby it affects the 
rate of technical change. 

21 The simulations presented are formally treated as optimising ul' In pure 
simuLations, runs G ond Hare underdetermined because the restrictions on 
price adjustment can be satisfied with more than one pattern of 
undercapBcity across sectors. The results here use optimisation to 
constrain the pattern of slacks in the model to a favorable configuration. 



terms. Price 9tjckiness eliminates 17% of private adjustment cancel out 29% 

or private and ~% of social gains.l l 

Wage and price stickiness has an interesting impact on the valuation 

of public revenues over the oil boom. In the base run A, marginal resources 

1n the hands of government are always positively valued by ul' But they are 

negatively valued by u2 when world oil pr1ces are r1s1ng. Public investment 

~~ans are already expanding so rapidly that their marginal supply-side 

contribution is negative when allowances are made for later disruption and 

recurrent costs. The divergent valuations reflect the immediatt: deman~-side 

benefits from increased public spending and high ';i'!oc.ountin~,Qf the adverse 

future consequences by u l • In runs F, G and H, however, even the private 

welfare function attributes negative value to marginal public spending at the 

height of the boom because of its additional la~er costs in terms of 

unemployment and undercapacity. These results suggest that conservative 

fiscal policy will be more politically palatable if the causal relationship 

from a major boom to subsequent recession is widely appreciated. 

4b. Nigenesia and Trinuela: Valuing Some Institutional Differences 

The poorest of the oil ~xporters, Nigeria and Indonesia, have weak 

class-based political movements and relatively fluid labor markets. Politics 

in ~icher producers, Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela, are competitive and 

'.II largely class-based with heavily unionised labor markets. Such countries also 

11 The combined effect is less than the sum of the individual effects because 
curtailing modern-sector employment keeps prices of nontraded goods and 
real modern wages high. Preventing a rapid depreciation of the real 
exchange rate raises the modern-sector consumption wage relative to the 
product wage. Greater price rigidity can result in the oil windfall 
having negative private and social value because costs of adjustment are 
so high. 



have better administ~ative capability to transfer oil lncome to the private 

. "1 "d" 1/ sector, elther a,1rect y or by 9ubsl 1e9.--

The ba~ run A repregents the in9titutional environment of a poor 

producer, Nigenesia (oil income 9pent by the state, flexible labor markets). 

Run Cl di9tribute9 the oil windfell to households via food sub9idies, keeping 

the level of public activity approximately as in run Band Fl superimpose9 

stiCky modern wages on Cl • Fl incorporates the wider fiscal options and labor 

ru~rket rigiditie9 of a middle-income producer, Trinuela. 

The broader range of spending options i9 privately beneficial. 

Valued by ul the windfall i9 enhanced by 58% in ~l- althou;h qociRl valuation 

falls by 28% because lower public investment 910ws ~rowth. But Trinuela (or 

F1) pregent9 a less rosy picture. At the peak of the boom the food sub9idy 

caUges a larger percentage rise in modern wages than 1n Nigenesia.~1 Wage 

cuts are resisted--unemployment persi9t9 for 9 years when oil prices decline 

and peaks, 1n the fifth period, at 13.1%. With the high private discount 

rate, this 1S still better than Nigene9ia by 27%, but in 90cial terms 74% of 

the windfall'9 bage value i9 eliminated by the subsequent cost9 of adju9tment. 

Thege simulation9 indicate that more flexible fi9cal sY9tem9 have 

considerable potential value in permitting rapid disbursement of oil revenues 
.. 

without lowering the quality of public spending. In fact the social value of 

the windfall can rise by 30% with optimal transfer9 without reducing its 

private bose run value. But giveaways may backfire when oil price9 decline if 

1/ Bienen (1983) di9cu9se9 the weakne9S of class baged political movement9 
for Nigeria, Glassburner (1984, 1978) for Indone9ia. Auty and Gelb (1985) 
and Bourguignon (1985) note their strength in Trinidad and Tobago and 
Venezuela respectively. 

2 Indeed, real wage gains over the boom appear to have been larger 1n 
Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela than in Nigeria or [ndone9ia. 



the groups henefiting from subsidies or transfers have the power to resist 

reductions 1n their living standards and in so doing lower the degree oE 

factor use. 

V. Qptimal Public Lending and Borrowing Abroad 

How much can appropr.iate time-phasing of domestic absor?tion benefit 

a producing country? This section retains the dssumption of perfect foresight 

c ;,ich is relaxed in Section VII. 

Sa. Flexprice Adjustment 

To avoid valu.ng terminal public d~ht this is constrained to its 

final-period value in the base run. Creditworthiness criteria related to 

liquidity rather than long-run solvency are represented by limits on debt 

service ratios.l l It is assumed that international capital is rationed; real 

in~erest rates are a constant 3% within acceptable debt-service limits. 

Figure 3 depicts the exogenous base run government borrowing profile 

A, and those of several optimised runs. XA2 1S the socially optimal borrowing 

profile and XAl the privatEly optimal profile. XB2 15 the socially optimal 

profile for the fiat oil pnce scenar10 of run B. Table 4 summanses the 

~alues of u l and u2 for all runs discussed. 

To measure optimal lending abroad out of the windfall the difference 

between lines XA2 and XB2 over periods 2, 3 and (the shaded area in Figure 

3), is compared to the win~falL.~/ Seventy one percent of ~he windfall 1S 

.. 
til" 

11 Debt service is computE!tl on current public sector borro'",ling e.s well as on 
the stock of debt inherited from the previous period, so that an export 
decline causes an immediate fall in the desired exposure of foreign 
lenders if a debt service limit is binding. 

2 The windfall is measured by deducting from the terms of trade galn 
(obtained from run XA2) the increased remittances abroad by for-eir;n oil 
companies. 



:laved abroad during periods 2, 3 and 4. roreign assets are then drawn down 

gradually over ~he next five periods. The debt-service ratio peaks at 0.50, 

only slightly attove its maximum level in the ba~e. 

Restraint is beneficial. Optimal lending abroad incredses the social 

value of the windfall by 61%. It enhances e~onomic stability, and raises 

productivity of the public investment program. Government avoids purChasing 

investment goods at severely inflated prices, and private investment is also 

'-'S51 "crowded out". This maintains the corrunand of oil revenues ovel' real 

investment. Because the optimal saving profile with flat oil prices XB2 IS 

not too different from that in the base run A, there IS little gain to 

o?timising borrowing when oil prices are constant. 

The stability of the optimal public investment program IS mirrored by 

that of the economy. Real exchange rates appreciate only half as far as in 

run A and they depreciate more gradually. Real modern wages decelerate after 

the first two periods but never fall. The optimised economy therefore never 

runs into problems of adjustment due to wage-price stickiness. There is al~o 

less fiscal stress; the relative valuation of public and ~rivate incomes IS 

steadier. the dual value on public income declines at the world interest 

rate, that on pri~ate income rlses because increasing private savings and tax 

rates shift expendiiures aW3y from socially less-valued private cO~9umption, 

bJ~ private income remains less socially valuable lhan public income. There 

lS therefore an advantage to reducing the already small tr':<llsfers to the 

private sector and in raising domestic petroleum prices in all periods in runs 

• XA2 and XB2. For this reason, the optimal paths are not greatly influenced by 

the option of allowing transfers cf oil income to the nrivate sector, 

The picture is quite differenl with ~he high-discount ul' When 

borr'Jwing is unconstrained by liqui.dity ratios !lnd the economy adju9,t9 



smoothly, optimal public borrowing in XAl induces violent cscillations 1n the 

nonoil economy. ~ Modern sector wages rlse by 30% over four years, then crash 

by 35% over a s~ilar period. At th~ peak government borrows 22% of GDP; the 

debt service ratio approaches 2 in period 5. The real exchange rate 

jepreciates by half between periods 3 and 6 before stabilizing at its long-run 

equilibrium level by period 9. This violent profile of public borrowing is 

not much different when flat oll prices are assumed; the oil price increase 

f mply delays the onsec of heavy borrowin~ slightly. 

Optimisation with a variety of upper debt service bounds indictite~ 

that anticipation of a debt service constraint (which bites m03t sharply when 

oil prices are declining) has s~me effect in moderating borrowing when oil 

prices are rising. But a maximal ratio of 0.6 still allows room for borrowing 

tc reach two thirds of its unconstrained level 1n period 3 and produces a 

highly unstable economic trajectory. 

5b. Macroeconomic Rigidities 

As noted above, socially optimal borrowing produces a stable economic 

trajectory which never runs into macroeconomic rigidities. Downward wage and 

price stickiness has important consequences for privately optimal public 

borrowing strategies. These are shown in Figure 3 by the borrowing profile 

XFl where wages in the modern ~~ctor are inflexible downwards. 

Even heavily discounted, recession is very costly to the private 

sector. UntiL oiL prices faLL, the economy therefore restrains ~ts borrowing 

to approximately its base run level. This implies a slight fall-in ~he debt-

. ~ servIce rat1o~ 
~ 

Borrowing rises rapidly as oil prices fall to co~ensate for 

the tendency of the economy to move into recession. The debt service ratio 

peaks in period 5 at 0.9; if an upper limit is imposed, optl~al borrowing over 

the initial periods is still mo~e cautious because it will not be possible to 
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borrow heavily t,o ameliorate the adve~se later conse.quences of the boom. 

Sticky prices c'f1se similar restraint in the privately optimal. purdie 

borrowing profile. 

VI. Speculative Privat! Capital ~lows 

6a. Modelling Capital ~light and its E£fects with Flexprice Adjustment 

The experience ai Venezuela, Mexico, and Indonesia. suggests that t~. 

problems of adjustment to falling oil prices clln be 8oggra.·t.;,to<!. by voLlt i le 

private cap~tal outflows · .. hen <!xchange rates are y<:i06"1C, .. As domestic demand 

red~c~9, rates of return fall in the nontraded sectors lowering the 

attractiveness of investment. And real exchange rate adjustment is 

increasingly seen to require nominal devaludtion which ralses the 

attractiveness of foreign iavestments especially if domestic interest cates 

are restricted.l
' 

The model dc~s not include mor.ey or a no~inal price level. Capital 

flows are endogenised as 3 function of changes in the real excha!lgc rate. 

Small capital in£10,ws supplement private stlvi\lgs when the real exchange rate 

appreci~~2s or fglls less than a specified amount (5 percentage points per 

pertod). In a stable economic climate foreign savings therefore finance 
! 

1/ At the timp of debt rescheduling negotiations with the IMF, Mexico'~ ne 
debt as suggested by current account deficits was only about half its 
gros3 debt. Venezuela experienced dn outflow of about 7% of GOP in 198 
J, and·1 debt crisis dest>ite little net debt. ~or an analysis of e;;"i: 
flight which emphasizes the importance of overvalued exchange rates an. 
restrictions on domestic interest rates se'e Cuddington (lS8S). The 
present analysis assumes away the possibility of lecal investment in 
fn~Aicr~-rlAnAm;"arort onn~~~ 
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private investment. Large depreciations cause a maXlmum percentage outflow 

22% private s~vings!1 

Termin4 ~tocks of fnreign private assets are mostly undeclE1re.d and 

may never be repatriated. They are assumed to have zero value. 

Table 5 summarizes t~e effects of private capital flows 1n a number 

of simulation runs. YA ("yil indicates a run with endogenous capital flows) 

valued less (socially and privately) than A. YR, with constant oil priceJ, 

~:oduces a higher value according to both criteria, than the corresponding r 

B. Private capital flows are most valuabl~ ~~g stable economic environment 

and possibly adverse W~len exogenous shocks are experienced and policy is nor 

stabilizing. Capital flows reduce the benefit of the oil windfall by 88% as 

defined by the private welfare function, and results in the windfall having 

net social cast. Oil windfalls can be a liability if inappropriate (yet 

empirically representative) policy causes volatile capital flows.~1 

11 This bound is based on 'fenezuelan data. This can be interpreted as 
supposing that private capital which has not been induced back into the 
economy by year 20 never will be, and neglecting the benefit accruing I 

a (usually) limited group of citizens with assets abroad. All private 
capital flow figures, and resulting as~et/debt levels, reported here 6 

in addition to an exogeneous inflow identified in the base-year data a 
maintained at at a constant level in all periods of all runs; this 
exogeneous fore1gn capital SOurce accounts for 12% of base-year privat; 
investment, and r~ughly 2% in the last period. The ~ffect of changes i 
terminal foreign assets over and above Lhose due to the exogeneous flo·; 
is ~3sentially zero in the base case: with a maximum inflow of 2.5% 
there is a negligibl; terminal net asset position. 

It 

21 These conclusions need to be qualified if higher terminal private asset 
stocks confer a later benefit which is not reflected in the valuation 
functions. However, even without this post-horizon correc~ion, higher 
private terminal debt does not imply higher valuation. For example, ru 
YA results in a small net terminal debt but is valued less than A becau 
the final net foreign asset s~ock is an inadequate summary statistic fo 
the time profile oi flows. The value of the time profile depends on th 
rate of ti~e preference and on the rate of retur~ to domestic investmen 
and its efficiency. Capital flows with a Inrge early outflo~ balanced 
only later oy gradually increasing inflows Like VA, will be valued less 
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It cout(j be argued that profit maximising private investors \Jould ne 

disrupt domestiq inve9tments too severely by switching savings abroad. In tw 

additional experiments t YA* and A*t devi,'ltions from "normal" privat~ 

investment growth are allowed without penalty. Capital flows now augment 

social value slightly, even when world oil prices and the economy are 

volatile. However, even with an unvalued increase in terminal debt, they 

.educe the value of the less "patient" private objective function. 

6b. Capital Flight and sticky Adjljstu:'~flt 

Capital flight accentuates the contraction 1n demand, compresses the 

period of real exchange rate adjustment and increases the costs of wage and 

price rigidity. Unemployment in run YF is more severe and longer-lived than 

1n run F, the corresponding run without capital flight. Terminal-year output 

is 2.l% lower than in ru~ YA; without capital flight the terminal output loss 

from rigid wagas was only 0.5% in run F. The value of the windfall 1S now 

su~stantially negative by either welfare function. 

The combination of a temporary oil boem, policies which induce 

capital flight and an inflexible labor market can be disastrous. The economy 

.. 
now consists of two groups. "Speculators" are better able to protect their 

assets because they have flexibility 1n disposing of their savlngs. But the) 

amplify the fluctuations exp!rienced by "workers," at great cost to the 

economy as a whole. , 
6c. Optimal Pubilc Lending with Speculative Private Capital Flows 

Figure 4 depict:.s socially optimized government borrowing trajectorie 

and the resulti~g real exchange rates with and without priVAte capital 

flows. Y denotes capital flows, X denotes optimal borrowing; and runs with 

and without the boom in world oil prices are respectively labelled A and 8. 
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Socially optimal borrowing and lending profiles do riot change great 

with cspital fl~s. They are still strongly countercycli~al. Privately 

optimal borrowi~ strategies are affected far m0r~- as shown in Figure 5. Tl 

potential losses to the domestic economy from capital flight induce far 

stronger counter-cyclical policy even with heavy discounting. 

Whether one large depreciation is "better" than several small 

depreciations depends on the determinants of capital flight. When large 

_d~preciatiQns cannot be avoided and there 1S a natural limit to the share of 

private savings which can be remitted abroad, it is better to effect large 

parity changes quiCkly. 

The four optimal runs with private capital flows are summa1-tsed in 
• 

Table 6. This allows valuation differences between the base run and constan 

oil price simulations to be compared with those in the previous optimized ru, 

without private capital flows, in Table 4. With optimal public borrowing 

abroad, the 10s9 due to volatile capital is 4% with ul and 53% with u2 ; good 

policy can limit the adverse effects of volatile capital f10ws. However, a 

temporary oil boom which requires eventual real exchange rate depreciation 13 

necessarily less valuable with private investor behaviour as modeled here • 

.. 
Is "gOOd" policy more or less important when there is a propensity 

for capital flight? From Table 7, at either discount rate, the "gap" in val" 

between the cases with and without capital flows increases (becomes mO~0 

positive) as the problem of economic management trecomes more complex--moving 

• from the constant oil price situation to the oil ~oom and then to the oil boc 

with rigid wages. In other words, endogenous capital flows increase the 

premi\~ on optimal policy as the economic environment becomes more complicatE 

due to external shocks and internal rigidities.!/ ~I 
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VII. rmperfectForesight: the Consequences of Euphoria 

The ev~lution of world oil markets has u~ually confounded 

projections. Both oil price sho~ks were unexpected. In 1974 and 1978 there 

was widespread skepticism over OPEC's ability to maintain high oil prices. By 

1981 predictions of global e~~rgy shortage led to projected real oil prices 

growing at 3% until at least 1990. Some exporters were still more 

~ptimistic. Mexico, for example, assumed 6% real growth in oil prices 1n 

formulating its national plans. This section considers the consequences of 

such prediction errors as for economic man8gC:Il':'!~r. .• 

The socially optimal publi..:1Qnr.ht1q', solution 1S fir'!t r,n;,-:J fur a 

"euphoric" oil price projection--after the peak of the boom, world oil prices 

Footnotes from previous page. 

11 The sign of 

a (welfare gain 
from optimality) 
a capital flows 

1S ambiguous, but that of 

a2
(welfare gain from optimality) 
a capital f18ws a complexity 

1S positive. 

2/ Since government borrowing trajectories in YXA2 and YXAl lead to 
steadily-rising real wages in the formal sector, they are also optimal 
with downward wage rigidity unlike the comparabl~ case XAl in Table 5. 
Thus, for each of the two valuation functions, t~e welfare gains in 
moving from the exogeneous base public borrowing~path to the optimal 
trajectory can be calculated for three situation!; (8) with the boom in 

It oil prices, (b) with constant oil prices, and (cft with the oil boom and 
rigid wages. In five of the six comparisons in ~able 7, optimal policy 
is indeed "worth more" with a free capital market, but this result 
depends on the particular sub-optimal borrowing trajectory chosen for the 
exogenous base. Essentially this result means that the base path is 
closer to being "dght" for an environment without capital flo<.Js than [or 
one with flows which requires more caution. 
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are projected to~continue to rlse at 6% per year.!! Public lending and 

borrowing abrcadi is then optimised with the base oil price trajectory, but 
• 

with lending in the first three periods fixed at its values in the euphoric 

run. Thus, for three periods policy IS optimal but conditional on very 

optimistic projections. As the boom slackens it must be revised in line with 

a pessimistic correction. 

The seriousness of forecasting error depends on the time horizon and 

borrowing possibilities. Real-world limits on debt serVIce and debt/GDP 

constrain the ability to smooth out its effects. In the model it is 

sufficient to impose the same terminl.il darer. ccon~lI· r''11 r.t '".:cause the horizon 1 s 

not sufficient to permit a very long-term strategy.~! 

~igure 6 displays optimal public borrowing and real exchange rates 

for five such imperfect foresight runs. The euphoric projection causes a 

massive borrowing peak in periods 2 and 3. This augments the oil windfall by 

1/ In addition to optimal public borrowing, the domestic oil price is raised 
exogenously by 1.5 per period, from the base level of l in period 3 to 
11.5 by period 10, and a second policy instrument--the level of transfers 
to households--was also included in the optimization. The optimal 
transfers is zero in periods 2-5 (transfers in th~ first period are fixed 
in accordance with the base-year Sfu~). ~or greater comparability with 
earlier runs transfers are again specified exogenously in the experiments 
below using the "mistakenft starting point. Instead of the base 

, trajectory, with transfers ccnstant at 0.139, these later runs set 
transfers to 0.139 in the first and last periods, and to zero in periods 
2-9. This trajectory agrees with the first periods of the high-pric'~ 

• optimization, and allo~s the governme~t a little more slack in makin~ up 
the revenue 9hortfalls in later years. Only in period 4 and 8 of rung 
YZA2 and YZ?2 beLow did the duals on household and governmpnt income 
indicate that positive transfer ~ould be desirable; thus, the losses due 
to mistaken expectations would be slightly larger than those c~lculated 
below if the base path for transfers was retained. 

2/ In the runs reported, t~e debt service ratio never rises above 65%. A 
separate debt serVice r~tio limit is not imposed; its effect is quit~ 
predictable. 
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66% .. V causing t~ real exchange rate to appreciate by 38%. Runs YZF2 and ZF2 

include downwarcl modern wage rigidity, with and without endogenous private 
• 

capital flows. The heaviest borrowing is in period 4, as the government tries 

desperately to reduce the macroeconomic costs of adjustment. Mistaken 

expectations about world vi~ prices have, however, absorbed borrowing capacity 

and have also elevated the real wage. Between periods 4 and 8, the formal 

!>Gctor unemployment rate is 15.1%, 17.1%, 16.0%, 11.4%, and 3.n: in run ZF2, 

and 17.2%, 23.6%, 22.0%, 16.6%, and 7.8% 1n case YZF2. '!:.,I This indicates the 

degree cf stress on the nonoil pconomy. 

The dramatic swing from borrowing to lendin,), 1,:1',1' :'.i-dC\(.' in • v,"'" ,." 

(tiU' .... iJ;;J_ 

(socially optimal public bo~rowing with mistaken expectations and private 

capital flight) results from the fact that a severe depreciation of the real 

excha~ge rate is inevitablp in these runs and that once large it may be still 

larger without penalty. Government can partially stabilise real private 

investment despite private capital flight by severely depreciating then 

appreciating the real exchange rate; but such violent erratic policies are not 

optimal with the adjustment costs of runs ZF2 and YZr2. 

The projections error has disastrous consequences as shown in Table 
~ 

8. It eliminates 63% of the social value of the windfall in run ZA2; for the 

11 Coincidentally, M.xico's increased borrowing over 1980-B1 was a130 ~% of 
its actual windfatl; Gelb (1984), 

21 There is also 4.6% unemployment in period 9 in run YZF2, even though the 
wage constraint has ceased to bind by that time. This is apparently in 
order to keep wages uP. and through them the price of investment goods, 
so as to prevent the level of real investment from rising further. As it 
is, the real growth rate over the previous period is 24%. This is the 
same rationale (though using a different mechanism) disc'lssed helow Ear 
run ¥ZA2. 
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other three ]:J c~ses the loss ranges hom 122% to 325%< '!.'he economy may be 

far worse off refeiving a windfall and badly overestimat~an correctly 

anticipating no windfall at all. 

All four runs are also valued less than corresponding simulation 

runs; A, F, YA and YF are respectively preferred to ZA2, ZF2, YZA2, and YZF2 

respectively. The base borrowing profile produces (socially) better results 

thm the "optimal" trajectory in all cases with badly incorrect 

expectations. ZF2, YZA2 and YZF2 are even worse than the corresponding runs 

with the base borrowing profile and witho~! the windfall. 

Is such an error preferred 'D the full soci,·d. 0t"tlWUJD by ~l ~hi~\1 

heavily discounts the after-effects? For YZ2, the er~or does cause a 27% rlse 

in the windfall valued at the higher discount r~te. However, for runs ZF2, 

YZA2 and YZF2 respectively, the mistake induces losses of 47%, 99%, and 198% 

of the private benefits. Even though it induces ma9sive borrowing the 

mistaken trajectory is not preferred by ul when the economy cannot adjust 

smoothly downward and private valuation of all four cases is also lower than 

that of the corresponding simulations. 

VIII. Conclusion. 

lnis study addresses a much debated question--the value to producers 
.. 

of oil windfalls--using a=computable general equilibrium model of an exporting 

country. It emphasises ~iPium-run adjustment and management through terms of 

trade gains and reversals, not longer-term depletion. Two valuation functions 

have been used. One (ter'med "private(') has 11 high discount rate, the other, 

11 No comparable cptimization runs existed for case YZA2*. However, there 
lS a corresponding slmulatlon run YA* (see Table 5). 



"sociaL" d Low one; the maximands are private consumption streams and a 

terminal conditi9n on nonoil output. Some resuLts, notably those concer.ning 

distribution (w~ch i9 not given weight in valuation) reflect dualistic 
• 

features of the model specific to Indonesia and 9imilar economies, but most 

are more generally valid. 

Ev~n if adjustment costs are Large, windfalls cannot but be of value 

if used "optimally". However, their absorption, both over time and across 

~~es, has been constrained by It variety of political and administrative 

factors which have themselves changed more gradually than the financial 

re90urce9 availabLe to oil producing economies. Furthgr~ 18r~e thaQ!es.in 

I¥orld oil markets have been poorly predicted. 'TIlis paoer therefo-.::e assesses 

the value of windfal19 under a variety of a9sumptions on (i) the range of 

choice available to producer governments, (ii) key m~croeconomic closures, and 

(iii) the predictability of the oil market. 

Optimal Absorption Rates. The representative oil exporter did not save 

windfall gains abroad; neither did it borrow heavily against future oil 

lncome. Revenues I¥ere mainly transformed into domestic public investments. 

The base simulation emb0dies these pol.it:y choices 1n the response to an oil 

windfall which is perfectLJ :orseen from lhe start, lasts for six years and 
.. 

peaks at the equivalent of 17% of nonoil GOP. It is also assumed that the 

nonoil economy adjusts smoothly through flexible wages and prices, and that 

private capital flol¥s do not react in a volatile manner to changes in world 

oil markets or to domestic policies. 

Downward rigidity of real modern-sector wages and stickiness 1n the 

real exchange rate when demand is falling are then introduced. These 

introduce an !lSyn'.metry into the process of adjustment, and resuLt ill & 

tendency for large booms to t~ followed by receSZlons. The post-boom 



receSS10n 1S shown to eliminate up to 40% of the windfall's value with tne 

above policy choices. If the causal relationship between boom and recessiun 

were more widelTt appreciated, restraint 1n spending windfall gains might be 
• 

more politically viable.l/ 

Assume now that the absorption of windfalls (which are still 

~erfectly forseen) can be optimised over time. At t~e 10w disco~nt rate of 3% 

it is optimal for government to save the equivalent of 71% of the windfall 

'l~road during periods 2, 3 and 4 (each period represents two years) and then 

to run down its foreign assets as oil exports fall. This strategy raises the 

windfall's value by 61% relativ~ to the base run because the profile of 

consumption is steadier, the efficiency of public capital formation is 

maintained and the real exchange rate appreciates far Less. This legt effect 

maintains the purchasing-power of oil over domestic investment goods and so 

reduces "crOWding-out" of real capital form.:tion. 

Because the optimal trajectory is steady it does not run up against 

macroeconomic rigidities unlike the base run. Taking these into account, 

fiscal restraint roughly doubles the windfall's value. However, even under 

the most favorable circumstances the contribution to growth of the windfall 1S 

modest because of the importance of other factors of production, technical 

• change and the r~allocation of labor from subsistence to modern sectors. The 

expectations raised at the timE of the first and second oil price increases 

appear to have been overoptimistic.~/ 

1/ It is interesting to note that the high downside cost of poorly 
sterilised export revenue fluctuations were central to Keynes' arguments 
for commodity price stabilisation, which were ~~de on macroeconomic 
grounds (Kanbur (1~84». 

2/ For a single-sector analysis which reaches the same conclusion gee Gelb 
(1984). 



Discounting at the high rate of 14.5% creates pressure for heavy 

additional borr~ing during the oil boolll. This is because muLtiplier and real 

exchange rate effects cause about one third of investment expenditures to 

accrue to private consumers; whether the investment has a favorable longer-

run impact on supply is less important because of discounting. Such 

considerations have undoubtedly been important 1n expLaining the speed with 

which governments have absorbed windfalls. However, recession after the boom 

(j~e to macroeconomic rigidities is so costly that, even with heavy , 

discounting, optimised fiscal policy is rather like that in the base scenario, 

with little tending abroad or borrowing ag~inst future·inco~e. This confirms 

the importance of macroeconomic closures in determining appropriate nbsorption 

rates. 

Use of Windfall Gains. Abstract from the ~ of absorption of windfall 

gains, and consider the question of how they are absorbed. Several aspects of 

this issue are addressed in Gelb (1985) using a static ve.sion of this modelj 

two other aspects are summarised below. 

The first is the choice between expanding public investment programs 

or increasing subsidies and direct transfers to the private sector. Poorer 

oil exporters have tended to follow the first policy. Richer exporters, with 

a wider range of fiscal options have included the second. The latter have, 

however, usually had more powerful organised labor movements and larger modern 

.1t sectors, so that subsidies and transfers have become institutionalised. This 

creates serious adjustment problems when world oil markets turn down. , . . 
The model's results suggest that the wider range of fiscal options of 

the richer exporters 1S valuable. Optimal transfers can raise the windfall's 

private value by nearly a third without reducing its social value below that 

of the base run because progressively lower quality and more costly pubLic 
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investment is an inefficient means to disburse the consumption benefits of 

windfalls to households. But they also indicate that subsidies and transfers 

c~n be very costfy in the downturn if they become institutionalised. These 

results suggest that attempts to link any transfer payments explicitly to oil 

receipts be given serious consideration, despite their obvious administrative 

difficulties .1.1 

The second question lS appropriate pricing of domestic oiL over the 

boom. Because oil is tradeable, economic efficiency argues for maintaining 

domestic prices at world levels. However, since pricing policy affects the 

distribution of income between public and private sectors, the relative value 

of public and private inco~e streams is a.: important determinant. This 

relative valuation depends on the discount rate (low discouncing favors public 

income because of the growth impact of public investment) and also on the 

feasible set of fiscal options and their flexibility over the oil boom. 

If government l~ under political constraints to spend windfall gains 

rapidly and the margin of fiscal adjustment is limited to public investment, 

results show that there may be a ·'::.hird-best" case for delaying i~creases in 

domestic oil prices until after the peak of the boom and then raising them 

rapidly. This is because the marginal social value of public investment can 

be driven below zero at the pea~ of the boom once account is t~ken of 

subsequent recurrent costs and the dislocation of massive cutbacks. Fir~t-

best policies would have involved s&ving a larger part of the win~fall abr.oad, 

second-best po!icies would have included less 

resources to t~e private sector such as lower 

distortionary ways !f Shifting 

!II!' 
nonoil taxe? or hib~r 

1/ Such arrangements have been implemented in certain oil-r~rh reglons and 
were considered by policymakers in several developing countries but not 
implemented. 

• 



transfers. Such a pattern of domestic oil pricing 1S actually not 

uncommon.ll It~ timing rend~rs the incL~~se particularly difficult since the 

nonoil ec:onomy ~ simultaneously experiencing the effects of contracti!lg 

demand. 

These results also suggest that a phase of lower nonoil tax effort 

may be appropriate when world oil markets are buoyant but that this should be 

used to develop a comprehensive tax system able to increase revenues when oil 

i~come declines. Yonoil tax effort &lackened in several exporters, but only 

Indonesia appears to have used its fiscal breathing slPce to institute u major 

tax reform. 

Capital Flight. Rapid depreciation of t~e Le~l exchange rate is usually only 

possible with nominal devaluation. If export~r:l ;\l;&' clleir exchange rates a.li.] 

restrict the return on domestic financial assets, the experience of several 

exporters shews that capital flight is likely when world oil markets turn down 

and exchange rate policy is seen as unsustainable. 

Results show that this shortens the period of adjustment to lower 

revenues and heightens the premium on good--and cautious--economic 

management. One group (speculators) with greater flexibility i3 able to throw 

the burden of adjustment onto less internationally mobile factors (labor). 

This greatly increases costs of adjustment. When capital flight follows the 
~ 

peak of the boom as simulated in this p2~er, it is possible for the windfall 

~U be negatively valued especially if spe~ulators' foreign holdings are not 
! 

glven a positiv~ valuation. It is not clear that this provides a first-best 

1/ Ecuador raised domestic oil prices from $0.18 per gallon to $0.60 in mid-
1982, Venezuelan oil prices, which had been constant for 30 years, 
tripled in 1982 and Indonesia raised internal prices 9hdrply after the 
end of 198!. 



argument for capital controls since the other policies above appear to be 

equally neces3a~y.ll , 

Prediction Errors. How i~portant for determining their value is the fact that 

windfa!l gains and reversals have beeu so poorly predicted? Results of the 

last set of exercises suggest that overopti~istic projection has serious 

consequences. Goverr~ent spending is first optimised 3ubject to a projection 

:~at real world oil prices will incre~se at 6% annually after the period of 

sharp price increase. As in Mexico (where planning embodied the same 

assumption), government borrows heavily against expec~ed future oil income and 

augments the impact of the oil windfall on absorption hy two-thirds. The ceitl 
t 

exchange rate appreciates by an additional 13%, real wages soar and foreign 

debt accumulates. 

At the peek of the boom the euphoric projection 1S corrected but the 

econvmy is locked into a real exchange rate-wage-debt configuration from w~ich 

exit is only possible at high cost in terms of prolonged domesti~ recession. 

Under a wide range of assumptions on macroeconomic closures, capital flovs a~d 

discount rates the economy is better off in the suboptimal base run. Indeed, 

receiving (and e,pecting) no windfall at all 1S often preferable. when 

capital fLight 19 induced and real wl'lges are downwardly sticky, the error 

results 1n the windfall being valued at -325% of its value in the base run.~1 

1/ Similar cap~tal flow effects have been noted for nonoi1 count~ies. 
Corbo, de Melo and Tybout (1984) discuss the case of Chile. 

2/ Rather than drawing up budgets on the basis of expected revenues, 
producers might therefore adopt a projection such as the "30th percentile 
rule" in their deve~opment planning. This and other options for 
budgeting under uncertainty with an asymmetric penalty function are 
discussed i the oil e~porter contex~ ~y Kreinheder and Stein~erg (1981), 
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?umming [Je. The above results confirm the critical importance of economic 

management 1n deteri'!lining the value of windfalls, especially if macroeconomic 

adjustment lS a~etric, capital flows are volatile and prediction is poor. 
I 

They also suggest a number of explanati.ons for the representative base run 

phasing of pubLic expenditu,e over oil windfalls. Of course, it could also be 

argueJ--with much weight--that public decisionmakers operate by rules of thumb 

rather thaD that they attempt to optimise, that poLicies emerge from 

fragment~d and inconsistent decisionmaking, that simple criteria such as those 

used in the paper are ina?propriate or that the model 1n the minds of those 

making decisions is very di£fere~t from the kind used 1n this paper. 

First, even if its overt social rate of time preference is low, 

government will come under pres~ure to spend rapidly if the time preference of 

individual agents is high because of the stimulative impact on incomes and 

consumption levels, If direct tran$f·,,:s are ruled out in favor of public 

investment this is effected largely--and inefficiently--through reat exc~~nge 

rate appreciarion. 

Second, analyses of the impact 0f windfalls have typically not 

8d~ressed the relationship between choices made during the upswing and their 

consequences in the poss ible later' dOlolTIloITIturn, Therefore the' pol icy debate 

has not usually included potential costs in terms of recession which appear to 

be high. 

'~ird, higQ or rising world oil prices have typically been justified 

by producers on the:Srounds of scarcity. This implies still higher future 

prices and so is less easy to reconcile with cautious fiscal policies, If the 

seriOUS cQnsequ~nces oE major prediction errors are forseen, ~lsk aversion may 

dampe~ the urge to borrow against anticipated revenues. The base policy 

trajectory then emerges as a reasonable compromise. It is not so counter-

I 
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cyclical 3S would be desired at low discount rates given a high probability of 

the oil market later weakening. However, it satisfies to some degree 

politlcal pressures to disseminate windfalls rapidly, and over a range of . 
macroeconomic closures and discount rates it is better than full reliance on 

an optimistic forecast which might prove to be seriously wrong. 
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Table 1 -----
Base Run for a Twenty Year Horizon 

. ----_. ~~-.------

Year 112 5 6 9 10 1 

Terms of trarle effect/GDP~ 0.000 0.168 0.1)')] n.n 
l\eal private consumption inrleK 1.000 1. 380 1. 65-' ],4 
Real puhlic consumption i nde'{ 1.000 1.284 1. 717 2.7 
Real investment inde:< 1.000 1.670 l.Cfl5 4,1 
Pu h li cit otal invest"1ent 0.430 0.518 I) • ) 7 6 0.2 

Real exchange r.'lte l.000 1. 250 0.99/. 1.01 
Private consumption deflator 1.00O 1. .138 0.990 o , 9; 
Public consumption rleflator l.OOn 1.27n 0.980 1.0· 
Investment rleflator 1.000 1.n8 0.978 1.01 

Real wage index: 
Traditional LO!,)O ,j. <}Y3 1.199 1, Ae· 

Morlern 1.000 1,201 l.nQ3 1 • '), 

Modern lahour forceltotal O. ]03 1).33? 0.372 n.4! 

Trade patterns (volumes) : 
rood imports -7 -548 -813 -26: 
Other agricultural exports 465 50 553 25' 
Oil exports 721 668 791 1 
11anufactured imports -2426 -3599 -2410 -25 

exports 282 293 989 1./1 

Service imports -403 -558 -786 -lB 

Deht service ratio .252 .232 ,1.04 .J 

----------

.. 
la GDP~ nonoil GLF 

It 



A 

Period niJi nd fa 11 " exchange 
rate 

1 0.00 l.00 
'1 O. II 1.17 -
J 0.17 1. 25 
4 0.09 l.Og 
5 0.03 O.qq 

f, o. ()3 1.00 
7 0.02 1.00 
R 0.02 1. 00 
<) 0.01 1.00 

to 0.(;1 1.00 

Valuation 
"private" ob;ecttve ul 
'social" objective 112 

Termlnal real Olltput 
Z deviation from base 

. " 
SOllrce: Series of 7/6/83. 

Table 2 
Afternative Uses of the Oil Windfall 

U 
Constant world Food 

oil ccs subsidy 
Real 

pri vate pri vate private 
consumption consumption consumption 

l.00 l.00 1.00 
l.lR 1.13 1.2 
1. 1R 1. 29 1. 5:i 
1.50 1. tiS 1.63 
1. 65 1.64 1.71 
logO 1.8R 1. 9~3 
2.20 2.16 2. 
2.55 2.51 2.6,) 
2.9R 2.92 3. Or; 
3.49 3.43 3.4h 

12.3525 12.2294 12.530', 
699.0411 6YB.14H7 696.73(,1 

42,011.1 41,353.2 39,4!.7,: 
-1.6 -6.1 

Direct 
transfers 

Real 
private 

consumption 

1.00 
1. 27 
1. 52 
1.63 
1. 74 
1.99 
2.29 
2.63 
3.05 
3.53 

12.5477 
696.931f1 

39,579.0 
-5.8 

E 
5% Kise in man. 

_cxeort growth 
Real 

private 
consumption 

l.00 
1.13 
1. 29 
1. 45 
1.65 
l.89 
2.19 
2.54 
2.97 
3.50 

12.2537 
698/83;7 

td.957.2 
-0.1 

w 
<.D 
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Table 3 

Windfalls when Adjustment is Not Smooth 

Run f" G H C L r 1 
-----Base Base with Base with rood 
with Ioiage sticky sticky wages subsidies subsidies 

Period rigidity prices and prices over boom Ioiage rigidi. 

Real Private Consumption 

1 1.00 l.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
2 1.18 1.l9 1.19 1. 23 L23 
3 1. 38 1. 38 l.J~ 1. c.6 1 ,46 
4 1.49 1.49 1.48 1. 54 1 .. 52 
5 1.6L 1.62 1.-';·C i . !j~\' l. 60 
6 1. 87 1.83 L86 L89 1.84 
7 2.18 2.L8 2.17 2.l8 2.LS 
8 2.53 2.54 2.53 2.53 2.50 
9 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.'15 2.92 

La 3.47 3.48 3.47 3.46 3.1d 

Value U1 12.3246 L2.3322 12.3173 12.4243 L2.3867 

Value U2 698.7597 698.7890 698.6734 698.7937 698.3822 

Terminal 
non-oil 
real output 41,803.0 41,815.0 41,738.0 41,680.7 I.L,376.6 

! deviation 
from base -0.5 -0.5 -0.7 -0.8 _. t .6 

• 
. ----- .----"--.-~--

! ... 



A 
B 
:<A 1 
XBl 
XA2 
XB2 

Run/ a 

Windfal.l: 

(1) A-B 
(2) :<A~-XBl 
(3) XA2-XB2 

(2)/0) 
0)/(1) 
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Table 4 

Optimal Public Savings Abroad 

Private 

12. 3525 
12.2294 
12.4431 
12.3657 
12.316l 
12.2290 

.1231 
,0774 

0.63 

Summary Valuation: 

Social 

699.0411 
698.1486 
698.3066 
696.1014 
699.6270 
698.1875 

~q?') 

1.4395 

1. 61 

/a Runs A and B assume the base borrowing profil.e over 
windfall and constant world oil price trajectories, 
respectively. XAl and XBl optimi~e pubLic borrowing with 
"private" valuation function UJ. and :<A2 and XB2 with 
"social" valuation function U2 over the same respective 
oil price trajectories. 



Run Nilml~ 

Period 

2 

1 

4 

5 

11 

7 

fl 

q 

10 

Value U1 

Value U2 

Terminal 
Real O\ltput 

Devi It ion 
from Rase 

A 

Base run 
Real 

private 
consumption 

1.00 

1.18 

1. 38 

1. 50 

J vi' 5, 

1.90 

2.20 

2.55 

2.911 

3.49 

12.1525 

699.0411 

42,(JIi.l 

, , 

Ta hIe ') 

Eff ts of Private Ca ital Flows 

YA B 
World Oil 

Base with private capital flows Prices constant 
Real Real Private Real 

private exchar.ge capital private 
consumption rate inflows consumption 

1.00 1.00 .000 1.00 

1. 18 1.17 .051 1. 13 

1.38 1. 2 5 .067 1.29 

l. 48 1. 04 -.613 1. 45 

1. 62 1.02 .078 1. 64 

1.77 1.04 .095 1.88 

2.07 1.02 .104 2,16 

2.41 1.00 .118 2. 51 

2.84 1.00 .174 2.92 

3.35 1.0 .2:B 3.43 
coo' 

12.2654 12.2294 

697.1211 fi98.1487 

40,409.4 Id" 153. 2 

- 3.8;. I. :')% 

YB 

Run B, with private capital flows 
Real Real Private 

private exchange capital 
consumption rate~- inflows 

1.00 1.00 .000 

1.13 1.07 .047 

1. 29 1. 12 .059 

1. 45 1.08 .038 

1. 65 1.06 .079 

1. 89 1.04 .097 

2.18 1.03 .118 

2.53 1.01 .147 

2.96 1.01 .183 

3.47 1.00 .228 

12.2503 

698.72 /.8 

41,867.6 

-0.1% 
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Tahle 5 (continued) 

Run name YF -,----
A without 

private investment Rigid real waees and 
cffi losses A* ..:ith ital flows yrivate capital flows 

Real Private Real Real Pr! vate 
Real prt vate pr! vate exchange capital private exchange cap it a I--

Period consumption consumption rate Inflo01s consumption rate inflows 

I. on 1.00 1.00 .000 1.00 1. no .000 

2 1 • 18 1.18 I • 17 .051 1.18 1. 17 .051 

'3 1. 38 1.38 1. 2 'j .067 l. 38 1. 25 .067 

4 f .. ! I 1 oj,)J I I 1. 49 1.04 .614 1. 46 1.09 -.617 

5 1.66 1. 65 1.02 .075 1. 57 1.07 .076 

6 1. 91 1.89 1.02 .099 1.72 l.09 .094 .;;:,. 
w 

7 2.21 2. 19 1.01 • 1 2 1 2.00 1. 0 1 -.166 

8 2.57 2.56 1.00 .H9 2.37 1. 00 .135 

9 3.00 3.00 1.00 • 1 c ') 2"76 .99 .170 

10 3.53 3.51 1.00 .231 3.27 .99 .212 

Value \11 12.364fl 12.3539 12.2()39 

Value lI2 699.4770 699.5256 69'5.9581 

Te rmf na I 
Real Output 42,416.7 42,499.6 39)491.2 

DevIation 
from Base +1.0~~ + 1.2% -\}.()% 



Table 6 

Optimal Government Borrowin~it~eculative Capital rlows 

---------

['lase \olor~d Oil Price Profile Cc,n9tant World Oi L Prices 
--~------

Real pdvate Privately Socially Privately Socially 
consumption optimal optimal optimal optimal 

YXA2 YXBl YXB2 

1 1.00 L.OO 1.00 1.00 

2 1.18 1.15 1.1 ; 1.13 

J 1.36 1.33 1. 33 1. 28 

4 1. 53 1.49 1. SO 1.45 

5 1.72 1.68 1. 70 1. 65 

6 1.96 L93 1. 93 1.89 

7 2.23 2.23 2 .. 12 2.18 

8 2.55 2.60 2.46 2.53 

9 2.93 3.04 2.88 2.97 

10 3.5) 3.53 3.47 3.47 

Value ul 12.3810 12,3064 

Value u2 700.1479 698.7709 

Terminal year 
real output 41,888.!. 43,142.6 40,534.5 41,921.4 

Deviation 
from base -0.3% +2.7% -3.5% -0.2t 

._4< __ ._. 



Table 1 

TUe Welfare Gains of Optimal Government Borroljlng 
with and without Speculacive CaEital Flows la 

Privately optimal 
(Valuation function ul) 

Soc i all y opt ima l 
(Valuation function u2 ) 

t rhout with Without 
___________ c:.,;a:..;pr.:....=-i ..'-t.=a..'-l_""'f-'-l'-o'-w_s'--_'-c..;:a .... p'-i __ t a 1 f.--:l.--:o_w.--:s __ c,-a::..Jpc...:i tal f t~w.2....~ ita 1 fl ow s 

Base world oil 
prices profile 

Constant world 
oil prices 

Base oil prices 
profile with 
sticky wages 

YXAI-YA: 
.1156 

YXBI-YB: 
.0561 

YXAI-YF: 
.1771 

XAl-A: 
.0906 

XB1-B! 
.LJ6j 

XFl-F: 
.0779 

YXA2-YA: 
3.0268 

YXH2-4B: 
.... , /' . ~ 

.\.140 ... 

YXA2-4F: 
4.1898 

XA2-A: 
.5859 

~:]2--3: 

.0388 

XA2-l': 
.8673 

la The Table shows differences bet~een valuations of paired runs. A denotes 
the base world oil price profile, B ~onstant oil prices, F sticky wages, X 
optimised borrowing and Y open capital markets. 
1 and 2 denote the criterion used in the optimisation • 

.. 

'.-



Table R 

tit! I I •• j Socially Optimal Government Borrowing Under 
Incorrect Expectations 

ZA2 
Run rjps_cription Base world oil prices, 

incorrect 
expectati.ons 

Re alp r i vat e 
cnnsur:q)[ inn 

Period 
1 
2 
'3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Social value (u2) 

Relevant comparison 
runs with perfect 
foresight 

Percentage of windfall 
benefits lost due to 
expectations error 

Terminal-year real output 

Deviation from base 

v,emoranrlum item: 
percentd~e of windfall .,. , 
heneflts lost at Private 
Di sCt)\lnt rate aga nst 
same c:ompar son rlln~' 

I • flO 
1. l6 
1. 41 
1. 50 
1. 65 
1.88 
2.17 
2.52 
2.95 
3.50 

698.7230 

XA2, XB2 

62.8% 

41,728.4 

- 0.71. 

- 27.1% 

ZF2 YZA2 YlA2* 
Same as ZA2 with YZA2 

ZA2 with pri vate without private 
rigid wages capital flows investment penalty 

1.00 1.00 1.00 
1. 16 1.16 l. 16 
1.41 1. 41 1.41 
1. 47 i. 40 1. 45 
1.60 1.60 1. 64 
1.81 1. 79 1.88 
2.08 2.08 2.18 
2.45 2.43 2.53 
2.89 2.87 2.98 
3.45 3.37 3.53 

697.8728 697.5134 699.2967 

XA2, XB2 YZA2, YXB2 

121. 9% 191. 3t 

41-.076.9 40,80b .5 42,]19.0 

- 2.2% - 2.9Ic + J.7% 

46.H% 99.0% 

,. 

YZF2 
YZA2 with 
rigici~ 

wages 

1.00 
1.16 
1. 41 
1.45 
1. 5l 
1. 61 
1. 93 
2.30 
2.72 
3.28 

695.6718 

YXA2. YXH2 

325.1% 

39,350.8 

- 6" '3/~ 

i. 97 _6~( 
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Figure 2 

Normalised Duals of Domestic Oil Price 
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Public Borrowing 
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Figure 4 

?~a.l1-Y Ooti:::al Public Bor!'o:1ing 
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Figure. 5 

Privately Optimal Public Borrowing 
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Figure 5 (continued) 
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Annex I 
SIMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION 

Perry Beider/Alan Celb 

An object;.ve function is termed "compatible" with a base simulation 

if th!~ latter is close to optimal, under II given set of constraints, when 

judged by the function. Objective functions may al:w be "imposed." This 

Annex describes the objective functions used and their relationShip with the 

base simulation. 

Cross-country studies such as Chenery and Syrquin (1975) provide 

typical savings rates for countries 1n transition to middle-income status; 

modelled Indonesia is assumed to experience such a transition. Preference 

underlying the private savings decision may not be identical with social 

preference; an arbitrary !fsocial" welfare functicn, identical to the "private" 

function except for the discount rate, provides an additional alternative 

objective. It is not feasible to calibrate this second function since there 

is no cross-country evidence that government policy is strongly ~nd regularly 

related to the level of development, let alone optimal. A social discount 

~ate of 3% per year was chosen exogenously, to represent planners' time 

oreference. 

Calibration of the "privafe" function also involves absorptive 

capacity constraints on the rate a£ investment. As shown 1n Figure Al, 

without them and with low discount~ng the optimal savings rate rises to an 

asymptote far more rapidly than on the base path. Once reasonable absorptive 

constraints were established, the least-squares distance between the 



• 

simulation and optimization trajectories was minimized, resulting 1n a value 

for the private discount rate of 14.5% per year.!1 

Objective Function 

The maximand is: 

10 CH I (1+r)-2(t-l)ln[ t 1 + 
(1+r)-18 

2 (l+r) -1 t=l PCPI _1.046 t - l 
t 

where: 

2 
= .57247 Y

10 
- .0034215 Y

10 
is an estimate of pe~-capita real 

consumption possible with final period real non-mining Gnp v 
'10 

r = discount rate less population growth rate 

= aggregate real consumption, period t 

1.046 ; per-period population growth factor 

1.1151 = assumed post-horizon growth per period in real per-capita 

consumption (5.6% per year). 

The starting point for this function is the discounted sum ot 

individual utility, a function of per-capita real consumption, C: 

II 

L 
t-l 

POP (1+;)-2(t-l) U(C ). 
t : t 

! 

This figure is high compar~d to the zero to five percent range commonly 
supposed for a social welfare function, but the private rate has to 
compensate for the absence of risk to modelled private investors. In view 
of the 3-5 year payback period commonly required for corporate investments 
it is not unreasonable. 



r i3 the discount rate (3.0% or 14.5%). 

where l+r = l+r 

1.046 

(1+r)-2(t-l) u(e ) 
t 

Assume that U 19 the natural logarithm. 

GH 
= In[PGPI t POp] = 

t t 
In[PGPI 

t 

CH 
t ] 1 
1.046 t - l - n POP 1 

and the last term may be disregarded. The objective funcrian ,. ~aw; 

CH 
t J • 
1.046 t - l 

To sollie the terminal condition, in the "post-horizon" steady nonoil output 

growth at 8% per year and a constant consumption/output ratio are assumed. 

Consumption/head grows at 11.51% per two years. Let Cll be per-cap:ta real 

consumption in period 11; the objective can be written: 

Considering the second term, 

00 

L (l+r)-Z(t-l)ln(Cllol.llSlt-ll) = 
t=ll 



~ 

= (t+r)-20(lnC
l1 

L (1+r)-2t + Inl.11S1 L t(1+r)-2t J 
t=O t=O 

= -20 (l+r)2 
(t+r) [lnCt1 2 

(l+r) -1 

= 

tn 1.tlSl 
+ 

(1+r)2 

+ 1n 1.1151 

(l+r)l 

From the national accounts identity: 

c = 1 _ G 
Y Y 

r 
y 

11 

On the steady ~rQwth path, I = oK, where 0 is the sum of depreciation and 

growth. From simulation runs with different savings trajectories, the 

-11 Actually, this is a closed-economy identity. Given the positive trade 
balance and petroleum sector output (not included in the defin~tion of 
Y10)' the 10th-period base simulation equation is more precise~ C + r + G • = 1.0678Y. ~in:e these other factors could not be expected to leep pace 
with the 81 annual growth of the non-mining economy, and in fact will tend 
to zero over time, the actual C/Y and GIY ratios were scaled down by a 
factor of 1/1.0678 in calibrating $(Y 10 ). In other words, the terminal 

valuation i~nore~ any temporary increments to consumption from petroleum 
or net foreiKn savings in period lO. 



terminal-year aggregate economy can be roughly approximated by a simple Cobb-

Douglas production function with equal capital and labor value shares. K/Y is 

then proport ional to Y IL and elY = l - Gly - .\ Y. Using the ely and G/y rat ios 

from the final period of the base simulation run, X can be derived;!1 If the 

government share holds in the post-horizon period, ely = .8581 - .0051286Y10 ; 

higher ely within the horizon implies a higher post-horizon consumption rate, 

lower savings, lower capital intensity and smaller terminal-year output. To 

c')tain per-capita consumption in "period ttl! the consumption ratio is 

multiplied by YIO ' divided by the population factor 1.0469 (yielding ~(YIO) 1n 

the futl objective function), and multiplied by the constant per-capita 

consumption growth rate assumed to apply between periods 10 and 11. This 

raises the exponent on the 1.1151 term from l 2 in (he above derivation 
O+r) -1 

(Hr)2 
to as 1n the full objective function. 

(1+r)2_ 1 

This completes the derivation of the Objective function • 

. '!I 

11 The eobb-Dou~as scaling factor includes the effects of ttchnological 
progress and.overnment infrastructure i~vestment, as well as 
compositional. shifts hidden in the I-sector aggregation. Because the 
first of these, like the labor supply, is constant across runs, while the 
others do not vary greatly, it is a reasonable approximation to use the 
same X to evaluate all lO-period variables, and thus to attribute major 
changes in real GOP to changes in the capital stock and capitalloutput 
ratio. 
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